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ABSTRACT

This article focuses on how to integrate the two major data mining techniques namely, classification and association rules to come up with An Optimal Class Association Rule Algorithm (OCARA) as Method of Classification and Association Rules Obtaining. Classification and association rule mining algorithms are two important aspects of data mining. Classification association rule mining algorithm is a promising approach for it involves the use of association rule mining algorithm to discover classification rules. OCARA inherits the strength of Classification and association rule mining algorithms. Because of this reason, OCARA is a powerful algorithm when compared to either Classification or Association rule mining algorithms.

The reason for OCARA’s high accuracy is because of optimal association rule mining algorithm and the rule set is sorted by priority of rules resulting into a more accurate classifier. Therefore, we can confidently say OCARA is an accurate classifier and has better performance and is more efficient when compared with C4.5, CBA, and RMR algorithm.
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I INTRODUCTION

Data mining can be described in a lot of different ways. One of the most common definitions is the following, as stated by Frawley et al Another way of explaining data mining is done in Holsheimer: Data mining is the search for relationships and global patterns that exist in large databases, but are ‘hidden’ among the vast amounts of data, such as a relationship between patient data and their medical diagnosis.

Data mining could also be described as trying to create a simplified model of the complex world described in the database. We may therefore say that data mining is a way of dealing with large amounts of information, and it is helpful
for finding useful information faster than any human. Techniques for data mining find their way into more and more different areas.

Classification and association rule mining algorithms are two important aspects of data mining. Classification association rule mining algorithm is a promising approach for it involves the use of association rule mining algorithm to discover classification rules.

OCARA inherits the strength of Classification and association rule mining algorithms. Because of this reason, OCARA is a powerful algorithm when compared to either Classification or Association rule mining algorithms.

To verify the strength of OCARA, we conducted experiment using eight different data sets of UCI (University of California at Irvine). We compared OCARA with other three popular algorithms (C4.5, CBA, RMR). The end result proved that the support threshold was greatly influenced by the rule accuracy and the rule number. If the support threshold is between 0.02 and 0.03, the accuracy will be much better, as discussed in this article. The support threshold was set as 0.02, and the confidence was set as 0.30 in this article. Therefore, OCARA proved to more efficient when compared with others making it more robust in terms of its accuracy.

II TYPES OF ALGORITHMS USED FOR COMPARISON IN THIS ARTICLE

This article summarizes three algorithms C4.5, CBA and RMR to synthesizing decision trees that has been used in a variety of systems, and it describes new one, OCARA, in detail. Now let have a look for the 3 former algorithms.

2.1 C4.5 Algorithm

C4.5 algorithm is one of two most commonly used systems for induction of decision trees for classification. C4.5 builds decision trees from a set of training data in the same way as ID3, using the concept of information entropy. Training data is a set \( S = s_1, s_2, \ldots \) of already classified samples. Each sample \( s_i = x_1, x_2, \ldots \) is a vector where \( x_1, x_2, \ldots \) represent attributes or features of the sample. The training data is augmented with a vector \( C = c_1, c_2, \ldots \) where \( c_1, c_2, \ldots \) represent the class to which each sample belongs. At each node of the tree, C4.5 chooses one attribute of the data that most effectively splits its set of samples into subsets enriched in one class or the other. Its criterion is the normalized information gain (difference in entropy) that results from choosing an attribute for splitting the data. The attribute with the highest normalized information gain is chosen to make the decision. The C4.5 algorithm then recurses on the smaller sublists.

This algorithm has a few base cases.

All the samples in the list belong to the same class. When this happens, it simply creates a leaf node for the decision tree saying to choose that class.
None of the features provide any information gain. In this case, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree using the expected value of the class.

Instance of previously-unseen class encountered. Again, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree using the expected value.

In general, steps in C4.5 algorithm to build decision tree are [48]:
- Choose attribute for root node;
- Create branch for each value of that attribute;
- Split cases according to branches;
- Repeat process for each branch until all cases in the branch have the same class.

Choosing which attribute to be a root is based on highest gain of each attribute [30].

A more interesting problem is that of overfitting. A decision tree that correctly classifies every example in a training set might not be as good a classifier as a smaller tree that does not fit all the training data. In order to avoid this problem, most decision tree algorithms employ a “pruning” method, which means that they grow a large tree and then delete some portion of it. An alternative method is to stop growing the tree once the training set has been sufficiently subdivided (using a “stopping” criterion). That “stopping” criterion has been experimented in past by Quinlan. But Quinlan has adopted the pruning approach for C4.5.

For Quinlan, C4.5’s pruning method is based on estimating the error rate of every subtree, and replacing the subtree with a leaf node if the estimated error of the leaf is lower. The idea is as follows: suppose that one could estimate error rate of any node in a decision tree, including leaf nodes. Beginning at the bottom of the tree, if the estimates indicate that the tree will be more accurate when the children of node $n$ are deleted and $n$ is made a leaf node, then C4.5 will delete $n$’s children. If the estimates were perfect, this would always lead to a better decision tree. In practice, although these estimates are very coarse, the method often works quite well. Quinlan illustrates his pruning method with a detailed example from the Congressional voting domain. Before adopting any pruning method though, the reader should look further into literature, since the efficacy of a pruning method varies in different domains [8].
**Input and Output**

Input to C4.5 consists of a collection of training cases, each having a tuple of values for a fixed set of attributes (or independent variables) $A = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_k\}$ and a class attribute (or dependent variable). An attribute $A_a$ is described as continuous or discrete according to whether its values are numeric or nominal. The class attribute $C$ is discrete and has values $C_1; C_2; \ldots; C_x$.

The goal is to learn from the training cases a function that maps from the attribute values to a predicted class.

$$\text{DOM} (A_1) \times \text{DOM} (A_2) \times \ldots \times \text{DOM} (A_k) \rightarrow \text{DOM} (C) \quad (2.1)$$

The distinguishing characteristic of learning systems is the form in which this function is expressed. We focus here on decision trees, a recursive structure that is

- a leaf node labelled with a class value, or

- a test node that has two or more outcomes, each linked to a subtree.

To classify a case using a decision tree, imagine a marker that is initially at the top (root) of the tree. If the marker is at a leaf, the label associated with that leaf becomes the predicted class. If the marker is at a test node, the outcome of that test is determined and the marker moved to the top of the subtree for that outcome.

**Divide and Conquer**

$$b \quad b_2 \quad b_3 \quad \ldots \quad b_1
\begin{align*}
T_1 & \quad T_2 & \quad T_3 & \quad \ldots & \quad T_r
\end{align*}$$

Figure 2.2. The decision tree where $T_i$ is the result of growing a decision tree for the cases in $S_i$. 

![Decision Tree Diagram](image.png)
Decision tree learners use a method known as divide and conquer to construct a suitable tree from a training set $S$ of cases:

- If all the cases in $S$ belong to the same class ($C_j$, say), the decision tree is a leaf labelled with $C_j$.
- Otherwise, let $B$ be some test with outcomes $b_1, b_2, ..., b_t$ that produces a non-trivial partition of $S$, and denote by $S_i$ the set of cases in $S$ that has outcome $b_i$ of $B$. The decision tree is constructed as follows:

**Candidate Tests**

C4.5 uses tests of three types, each involving only a single attribute $A_a$. Decision regions in the instance space are thus bounded by hyperplanes, each orthogonal to one of the attribute axes.

- If $A_a$ is a discrete attribute with $z$ values, possible tests are:
  - “$A_a = ?$” with $z$ outcomes, one for each value of $A_a$. (This is the default.)
  - “$A_a \in G_i$” with $2 \leq g \leq z$ outcomes, where $G = \{G_1; G_2; \ldots; G_z\}$ is a partition of the values of attribute $A_a$. Tests of this kind are found by a greedy search for a partition $G$ that maximizes the value of the splitting criterion (discussed below).

- If $A_a$ has numeric values, the form of the test is “$A_a \leq \theta$ “with outcomes $true$ and $false$, where $\theta$ is a constant threshold. Possible values of $\theta$ are found by sorting the distinct values of $A_a$ that appear in $S$, then identifying one threshold between each pair of adjacent values. (So, if the cases in $S$ have $d$ distinct values for $A_a$, $d-1$ thresholds are considered.)

**Selecting Tests**

In the divide and conquer algorithm, any test $B$ that partitions $S$ non-trivially will lead to a decision tree, but different $B$s give different trees. Most learning systems attempt to keep the tree as small as possible because smaller trees are more easily understood and, by Occam's Razor arguments, are likely to have higher predictive accuracy. Since it is infeasible to guarantee the minimality of the tree, C4.5 relies on greedy search, selecting the candidate test that maximizes a heuristic splitting criterion.

Two such criteria are used in C4.5, information gain and gain ratio. Let $RF(C_j; S)$ denote the relative frequency of cases in $S$ that belong to class $C_j$. The information content of a message that identifies the class of a case in $S$ is then

$$I(S) = \sum_{j=1}^{C} RF(C_j; S) \log(RF(C_j; S))$$

(2.2)

After $S$ is partitioned into subsets $S_1, S_2, ..., S_t$ by a test $B$, the information gained is then
The gain criterion chooses the test \( B \) that maximizes \( G(S;B) \).

A problem with this criterion is that it favors tests with numerous outcomes for example, \( G(S;B) \) is maximized by a test in which each \( S_i \) contains a single case. The gain ratio criterion sidesteps this problem by also taking into account the potential information from the partition itself:

\[
P(S,B) = -\sum_{i=1}^{t} \frac{|S_i|}{|S|} \log \left( \frac{|S_0|}{|S|} \right)
\]  

(2.4)

Gain ratio then chooses, from among the tests with at least average gain, the test \( B \) that maximizes \( G(S;B) / P(S;B) \).

**Missing Values**

Missing attribute values are a common occurrence in data, either through errors made when the values were recorded or because they were judged irrelevant to the particular case. Such lacunae affect both the way that a decision tree is constructed and its use to classify a new case.

When a decision trees is constructed from a set \( S \) of training cases, the divide and conquer algorithm selects a test on which to partition \( S \). Let \( B \) be a potential test based on attribute \( A_a \) with outcomes \( b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_t \). Denote by \( S_0 \) the subset of cases in \( S \) whose values of \( A_a \) are unknown, and hence whose outcome of \( B \) cannot be determined. As before, let \( S_i \) denote those cases with (known) outcome \( b_i \) of \( B \). The information gained by \( B \) is reduced because we learn nothing about the cases in \( S_0 \); so we got a new equation

\[
G(S, B) = \frac{|S - S_0|}{|S|} G(S - S_0, B)
\]  

(2.5)

The split information is increased to reflect the additional “outcome” of the test (namely, the fact that it cannot be determined for the cases in \( S_0 \)). Equation 2 is modified to

\[
P(S, B) = -\frac{|S_0|}{|S|} \log \left( \frac{|S_0|}{|S|} \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{t} \frac{|S_i|}{|S|} \log \left( \frac{|S_0|}{|S|} \right)
\]  

(2.6)

Both changes have the effect of reducing the desirability of tests involving attributes with a high proportion of missing values.

When a test \( B \) has been chosen, C4.5 does not build a separate decision tree for the cases in \( S_0 \). Instead, they are notionally fragmented into fractional cases and added to the subsets corresponding to known outcomes. The cases in \( S_0 \) are added to each \( S_i \) with weight \( \frac{|S_i|}{|S| - |S_0|} \).

Missing attribute values also complicate the use of the decision tree to classify a case. Instead of a single class, the initial result of the classification is a class probability distribution determined as follows: Let \( CP(T; Y) \) denote the result of classifying case \( Y \) with decision tree \( T \).
If $T$ is a leaf, $CP(T; Y)$ is the relative frequency of training cases that reach $T$.

If $T$ is a tree whose root is test $B$, and the outcome of $B$ on case $Y$ is known ($b_n$, say), then

$$CP(T; Y) = CP(T_n; Y)$$

(2.7)

where, as before, $T_n$ is the decision tree for outcome $b_n$.

Otherwise, all outcomes of $B$ are explored and combined probabilistically, giving

$$CP(T; Y) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \frac{|S_i|}{|S - S_0|} CP(T_i; Y)$$

(2.8)

Note that the weight of the subtree $T_i$ depends on the proportion of training cases that have outcome $b_n$, interpreted as the prior probability of that outcome.

When the class probability distribution resulting from classifying case $Y$ with the decision tree has been determined, the class with the highest probability is chosen as the predicted class.

Avoiding Overfitting

The divide and conquer algorithm partitions the data until every leaf contains cases of a single class, or until further partitioning is impossible because two cases have the same values for each attribute but belong to different classes. Consequently, if there are no conflicting cases, the decision tree will correctly classify all training cases. This so-called overfitting is generally thought to lead to a loss of predictive accuracy in most applications [39].

Overfitting can be avoided by a stopping criterion that prevents some sets of training cases from being subdivided (usually on the basis of a statistical test of the significance of the best test), or by removing some of the structure of the decision tree after it has been produced. Most authors agree that the latter is preferable since it allows potential interactions among attributes to be explored before deciding whether the result is worth keeping.

Pruning Decision Trees

After a decision tree is produced by the divide and conquer algorithm, C4.5 prunes it in a single bottom-up pass. Let $T$ be a non-leaf decision tree, produced from a training set $S$, of the form

```
          B
         / \  /
        b b b ...
       / \ / \ / \ ...
      T T T T T T
```

where each $T_i^*$ has already been pruned. Further, let $T_j^*$ be the subtree corresponding to the most frequent outcome of $B$, and let $L$ be a leaf labelled with the most frequent class in $S$. Let the number of cases in $S$ misclassified by $T$, $T_j^*$, and $L$ be $E_T$, $E_{T_j^*}$, and $E_L$ respectively. C4.5’s tree pruning
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algorithm considers the three corresponding estimated error rates

- $U_{C_F}(E_T, |S|)$,
- $U_{C_F}(E_L, |S|)$, and
- $U_{C_F}(E_{T^*}, |S|)$.

Depending on whichever is lower, C4.5

- leaves $T$ unchanged;
- replaces $T$ by the leaf $L$; or
- replaces $T$ by its subtree $E_{T^*}$.

This form of pruning is computationally efficient and gives quite reasonable results in most applications [30].

### 2.2 CBA Algorithm

Classification Based on Associations (CBA) is one of classic AC algorithms based on the step-wise a priori algorithm of association rule discovery [2], which discovers frequent itemsets by making multiple passes over the training data set. In the first scan, it counts the support

A classifier. –done by CBA-CB (classifier builder) [33]

1. $F_1 = \{\text{large l - rulesitems}\}$
2. $CAR_1 = \text{genRules}(F_1)$;
3. $prCAR_1 = \text{pruneRules}(CAR_1)$;
4. for ( $k = 2; F_{k-1} \neq \emptyset; k++$ ) do
   5. $C_k = \text{CandidateGen}(F_{k-1})$
   6. for each data case $d \in \mathcal{D}$ do
      7. $C_j = \text{ruleSubset}(C_k; d)$;
   8.     for each candidate $c \in C_j$ do
      9.         $c.\text{condsupCount}++$
      10.        if $d.\text{class} = c.\text{class}$ then $c.\text{condsupCount}++$
   11.     end
   12. end
13. $F_k = \{c \in C_k \mid c.\text{condsupCount} \geq \text{minsup}\}$
14. $CAR_k = \text{genRules}(F_k)$;
prCARₖ = pruneRules(CARₖ);
end
CARₛ = Uₖ CARₖ
prCARₛ = Uₖ prCARₖ

Figure 2.4 The CBA-RG algorithm

R = sort(R);
for each rule r ∈ R in sequence do
    temp = ∅;
    for each case d ∈ D do
        if satisfies the conditions of r then
            store d id in temp and mark r if it correctly classifies d;
            if r is marked then
                insert r at end of C;
                delete all the cases with ids in temp from D;
                selecting a default class for the current C;
            Compute the total number of errors of C;
        end
    end
    Find the first p in C with the lowest total number of errors and drop all the rules after p in C;
Add the default class associated with p to end of C, and return C (our classifier).

Figure 2.5 The CBA-CB algorithm

2.3 RMR Algorithm

Ranked Multilabel Rule (RMR) algorithm [4] is the one of three popular classification techniques used in this thesis for making a comparison to OCARA in terms of prediction accuracy. RMR generates rules with multiple labels. As CBA algorithm, RMR is also AC algorithm. RMR algorithm uses the fittest class associated with a rule in the prediction step rather than the largest frequency class learned for that rule, is presented. The fittest class is assigned to each rule by a pruning heuristic, which ensures training data objects cannot be shared by rules. This pruning heuristic discards the training data objects for each selected rule and these discarded objects become unavailable for the remaining lower ranked candidate rules. This means even though a training object has been used in learning multiple rules, the pruning method proposed ensures that the final rules in the classifier do not share training objects similar to rule induction approaches. The pruning heuristic may change the class for some
of the rules due to removing the overlapping among rules training data objects.

RMR algorithm has three main phases: rules discovery, repeated learning and classification. In the first phase, RMR scans the training data to discover the potential rules. During rules discovery, RMR utilizes a pruning heuristic that ensures the orders of the classes in the potential rules that share-training objects are updated to minimize rules redundancy. In addition, each evaluated rule’s training data objects are removed from the training data. In the second phase, the algorithm proceeds to discover more rules that pass the minsupp and minconf thresholds from the remaining unclassified objects, until no further frequent ruleitems can be found. At that stage, the rules sets derived during each iteration will be merged to form a multi-label classifier. In the third phase, the multi-label classifier is evaluated against a test data set.

In the following lines we present RMR algorithm:

**Input:** training data $T$, minsupp and minconf thresholds.

**Output:** A classifier $R$ and a list $Tp$ of covered rows.

A rule $r$ in $R$ has the following properties: *Items, class, rowIDs (tid-list).*

**Step 1: Rules Discovery**

Scan $T$ for the set $S_i$ of frequent one-itemset

$$R \leftarrow S_i$$

$$i \leftarrow 1$$

while ($S_i \neq 0$)

$$\{ S_{i+1} \leftarrow \text{produce} (S_i) \}$$

$$R \leftarrow R \cup S_i$$

$$i \leftarrow i+1$$

**Step 2: Evaluation step (Pruning) for each candidate rules produced during an iteration**

$$R' = \{ r_i \}$$

$$Tp = \{ r_i.rowIDs \}$$

For $i = 2$ to $|R|$

$$\text{Temp} = (r_i.rowIDs - Tp)$$

if ($|\text{Temp}| > 0$)

Update $r_i$ by considering only rowIDs which are in $\text{Temp}$

$$R' = R \cup r_i$$

$$Tp = Tp \cup \text{Temp}$$

end if

end for

return $R', Tp$

**Step 3: Multi-label rules**

Do
\[ i \leftarrow 1 \]
\[ T' \leftarrow T \]
\[ R \leftarrow \emptyset \]
\[ T'' \leftarrow T' - T_p \]

\[ (R', T_p) = RMRScan (T'', \text{MinSupp}, \text{MinConf}) \] //Repeat step 1 on \( R' \) until no further frequent ruleitem is found

\[ R \leftarrow R \cup R' \]

While \( (R' \neq 0) \)

Return \( R \)

Figure 2.6 The RMR algorithm.

The next table shows the classification accuracy between C4.5, CBA and RMR algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data-set</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>C4.5</th>
<th>CBA</th>
<th>RMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>69.89</td>
<td>71.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>93.25</td>
<td>93.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tic-tac</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>98.84</td>
<td>95.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>95.96</td>
<td>95.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>83.32</td>
<td>84.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>75.34</td>
<td>78.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>75.49</td>
<td>78.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>86.91</td>
<td>88.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance-scale</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>67.24</td>
<td>77.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>86.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Classification accuracy of C4.5, CBA and RMR algorithms

Figure 2.7 Histogram Comparison of Classification accuracy of C4.5, CBA and RMR algorithms
On average, the RMR algorithm achieved +3.11% and +1.70% above C4.5 and CBA learning methods, respectively.

Thus, RMR generates rules that do not overlap in their training objects and ensures that a training instance is allowed to be covered by only a single rule, solving problems inherited from association rule discovery in AC. Other associative methods apply the largest frequency class associated with the rules in the training data in the prediction step, whereas RMR removes the training objects for each evaluated rule from any lower ranked rules that share these objects with it. This removal results in updating the rank of class labels associated with some of the impacted rules in the classifier.

III BASIC CONCEPTS AND THEORY

3.1 Introduction

Classification association rules mining algorithms have to pre-specify the classification attributes. Assuming

\[ U = (C, D), \]

where \( U \) is the training dataset, \( C \) is the testing dataset, and \( D \) is the classification attributes. The definitions and the theorems are used to prune rules in the OCARA as follows:

3.2 Concepts and Theorems

Definition 1. If the support and interestingness of a rule are not less than given thresholds, this rule is called a strong implication.

Definition 2. Given two rules \( P \rightarrow d \) and \( Q \rightarrow d \) \((d \in D)\), if \( P \subseteq Q, Q \subseteq C \), then \( Q \) is regarded as more specific than \( P \), and \( P \) is regarded as more general than \( Q \).

Definition 3. A rule set is optimal with respect to an interestingness metric if it contains all rules except those with no greater interestingness than one of its more general rules.

Theorem 1. If \( \text{supp}(PX \varnothing d) = \text{supp}(PX) \), then rule \( PX \rightarrow d \) and all its more specific rules will not occur in an optimal rule set defined by any interestingness.

Corollary 1. If \( \text{supp}(P) = \text{supp}(PX) \), then rule \( PX \rightarrow d \) for any \( d \) and all its more specific rules do not occur in an optimal rule set defined by any interestingness.

Theorem 2. An optimal rule set is a subset of a nonredundant rule set.

Corollary 2. If \( \text{supp}(PX \varnothing d) = 0 \), then all more-specific rules of the rule \( P \rightarrow d \) do not occur in an optimal rule set defined by any interestingness.

In above theorems and corollaries, \( P \subseteq C, X \subseteq C, d \in D, \ "PX" \text{ is } "P \cup X", \supp(PX \varnothing d) \text{ is support of } P \varnothing d, \text{ and } \varnothing d \text{ is the negative of } d. \) Since these theorems and corollaries are similar to the theorems in ORD, the proof can refer to paper [26].
Definition 4. A pair of pattern and target set is called a rule set of candidates, denoted by \((P, Y)\) where \(P \subseteq C\) and \(Y \subseteq D\).

If a class is simply removed from the target set, a candidate rule is removed. If the target set is empty, the candidate stands for no rules. The existence of a candidate relies on two conditions: 1) Pattern \(P\) is frequent, and 2) target set \(Y\) is not empty. In addition, if we remove \(d\) from \((P, D)\), we may lose rule \(P \rightarrow d\) according to Corollary 2, termination statue of target \(d\) is defined as follows:

Definition 5. Target \(d \in D\) is terminated in candidate \((P, D)\) if \(\text{supp}(P \rightarrow \neg d) = 0\).

IV OCARA Algorithm

4.1 Introduction

OCARA algorithm (Optimal Class Association Rule Algorithm), according to the definitions and theorems given in previous point, prunes the rules (reference: Prune \((l+1)\)). The OCARA is described as follows: OCARA algorithm:

Input. training data set \(U\), testing data set \(T\), support \(\sigma\) and confidence \(\theta\)

Output. classifier, accuracy \(\text{accut}\)

The first stage.

At this stage, OCARA obtains the optimal rules set by running MORS algorithm as below.

1. Scanning the training data set and then finding out frequency itemsets.
2. Pruning itemsets, then discovering the optimal rules set \(\text{ORS}\). (The main function for pruning is Prune \((l+1)\))

The second stage.

1. Sorting the optimal rules set, then building the classifier. (According to: confidence, support, etc)

The third stage.

Using the classifier to classify the training data set, and computing accuracy.

4.2 Discovering the Optimal Rules Set

Here, the MORS algorithm is given. For MORS, confidence is selected as interestingness metric. In addition, the support is local support in this algorithm. The candidate generation and pruning function of MORS are given.

Function. Candidate_gen

1) for each pair of candidates \((P_{l-1}, D)\) and \((P_{l-1}, D_t)\) in an \(l\)-candidate set.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{insert candidate } (P_{l+1}, D) \text{ in the } (l+1)\text{-candidate set} \\
\text{where } P_{l+1} = P_{l-1} \cap D_t \\
\text{for all } P_i \subseteq P_{l+1}
\end{align*}
\]

if candidate \((P_i, D_i)\) does not exist

then remove candidate \((P_{i+1}, D)\) and return

else \(D = D \cap D_i\)

\}

2) if the target set of \((P_{i+1}, D)\) is empty

then remove the candidate

The Candidate_gen function has a pruning process. The more pruning is given according to Theorem 1 and its corollary. \(\sigma\) is the minimum support in the following function.

**Function.** Prune \((I+1)\)

for each candidate \((P, D)\) in \((I+1)\)-candidate set

\{

1) for each \(d \in D\)

\{

if \(\text{supp} (Pd) / \text{supp} (d) \leq \sigma\) then remove \(d\) from \(D\) //test the frequency

else if \(\text{supp} (P \emptyset d) = 0\) then mark \(d\) terminated

\}

2) if \(D\) is empty then remove candidate \((P, D)\) and return

3) for each \(l\)-level subset \(P' \subset P\)

\{

if \(\text{supp} (P) = \text{supp} (P')\) then empty \(D\) //test Corollary 1

else if \(\text{supp} (P \emptyset d) = \text{supp} (P' \emptyset d)\) then \(\text{mark } d\) terminated

\}

4) if \(D\) is empty then remove candidate \((P, D)\)

\}

After describing the Candidate_gen function and pruning function, the MORS is given as follows:

**Name.** MORS

**Input.** \(S\), the minimum local support \(\sigma\) and the minimum interestingness \(\theta\), condition attributes set \(C\) and classification attributes set \(D\) in \(U\)

**Output.** An optimal rule set \(ORS\) defined by \(\sigma\)

**Function.**

1) let \(ORS = \Phi\)

2) count support of one-pattern by array

3) build one-candidate sets

4) form and add rules to \(ORS\) with \(\sigma\) and \(\theta\)

5) generate two-candidate sets

6) while new candidate set is not empty
{ count support of patterns for new candidates prune candidates in the new candidate set form rules and add optimal rules to ORS generate next-level candidate set }
7 return the rule set ORS

4.3 Sorting Rules
At present, most algorithms that use classification association rule algorithms to mine rules are sorted by descent. They refer to the support when the confidence is the same.

The order of rules will greatly affect the match of rules when it is testing. Moreover, it will affect the accuracy of prediction. Thus, it has to confirm sorting methods of rules. It is defined as follows:

Definition 6. Given two rules \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), \( R_1 \succ R_2 \) (also called \( R_1 \) precedes \( R_2 \) or \( R_1 \) has a higher precedence than \( R_2 \)) if:

1. The confidence of \( R_1 \) is greater than that of \( R_2 \), or
2. The confidence values of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the same, but the support of \( R_1 \) is greater than that of \( R_2 \), or
3. Confidence and support values of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the same, but \( R_1 \) has fewer conditions attributes in than that of \( R_2 \), or
4. The confidence, support and condition attributes cardinality values of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the same, but \( R_1 \) is associated with more frequent classification attributes than that of \( R_2 \), or
5. All above criteria of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the same, but \( R_1 \) was generated earlier than \( R_2 \).

Generally, the support is global support, in order to avoid generating rules too many in the most frequent classes and gaining rules too few in the least frequent classes, the local support is introduced. The local support is defined as follows:

Definition 7. Assuming \( \text{supp} (P_d) \) is the global support of \( P \rightarrow d \), in that way, \( \text{supp} (P_d) / \text{supp} (d) \) is local support.

4.4 Matching Rules
Assuming ORS is the optimal rules set by using definition 6 to sort, \( T \) is the training data sets. The idea of classification prediction is: using the rules in ORS to predict the class of data objects in \( T \). The rule in ORS, which matches the condition attributes of testing data object first time, is the rule to predict the testing data object. The prediction is right when the consequence of rule is as same as the classification attribute values of testing data object.

The definition of match is given as follows:

Definition 8. : assuming \( C_t \) is the condition attributes set of one testing
data object, \( C_r \) is the condition attributes set of one prediction rule, if \( C_r \subseteq C_t \), then the testing data object matches the condition attributes of the rule.

V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Materials

For carrying out our experiment eight different data sets of UCI (University of California at Irvine) are used namely balance, glass, iris, breast, vote, pima, zoom, and diabete. OCARA is compared with other three popular classification algorithms (C4.5 [39], CBA [33], RMR [48]).

5.2 Description of the Environment

This section presents a brief description of hardware and software requirements to carry out this experiment.

5.2.1 Hardware

The general set up of this experiment requires hardware. All these experiments run in Pentium IV 3.0 GHz, and latest version.

5.2.2 Software

The ordinary software’s are used to carry out these experiments. Just we need Win2003.

5.3 Results and Data Analysis

It was proved that the support threshold was greatly influenced by the rule accuracy and the rule number [6]. If the support threshold is between 0.02 and 0.03, the accuracy will be much better, as discussed in [6]. The support threshold was set as 0.02, and the confidence was set as 0.30 in our work.

Table 5.1 The prediction accuracy of four algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size (e)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>66.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>94.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>85.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 shows the classification accuracy of C4.5, CBA, RMR, and OCARA for 8 different data sets. The results shown in table 5.1 indicate that
the average of classification accuracy of OCARA is higher than C4.5, CBA, and RMR, and the average accuracy of OCARA is 2.88 percent higher than C4.5, 2.69 percent higher than CBA, and 0.99 percent higher than RMR.

CONCLUSION

This article has successfully proposed and tested a new algorithm, OCARA which is the basic of a method of Classification and Association Rules Obtaining. OCARA is derived from both Classification rules and Association rules and proposed by my study. OCARA is a robust algorithm because it derives its strengths from Classification rules and Association rules algorithms. We can confidently say OCARA is an accurate classifier. When compared with C4.5, CBA, and RMR using 8 different data sets from UCI, OCARA has higher accuracy than C4.5, CBA, and RMR. The average accuracy of OCARA is 2.88 percent higher than C4.5, 2.69 percent higher than CBA, and 0.99 percent higher than RMR.

Therefore, the above experimental results show that OCARA has better performance and is more efficient when compared with other popular algorithms.

However, OCARA has many rules when compared with RMR when the support is lower, note we worked on the method of Classification and Association Rules Obtaining. To overcome this limitation of having many rules, we are encouraging the coming researches to focus on this promising algorithm by improving its efficiency.
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